**Hold Dad's Night at Tell City and Sirlion Club**

Feeling that Armour students will support the "Dad's Night" affair, the Tell City Alumni Chapter will present a special evening for the purpose of raising funds for the school. The evening will be held at the Sirlion Club, and all Armour alumni are encouraged to attend.

**Tokyo Educators Inspect Armour**

Probably the best organized group to inspect the Armour College for several years was the group of Tokyo educators who arrived at the Armour campus on Friday. The educators were part of a group of 30 members from the National Science Council of Japan, which is the governmental body that is responsible for educational matters in Japan. The Armour College was selected for the visit as it is considered one of the top educational institutions in the country.

**Show Films of Steel Education in W.E.S.**

Motion pictures depicting the steel industry in the United States were shown to a group of Japanese educators who visited the campus. It was part of an effort to promote cultural exchange and mutual understanding between the two countries.

**Seniors Will Hold Dance on Nov. 27th**

The senior class will hold its last formal dance of the year on November 27th, following the Thanksgiving holiday. The event will be held at the Armour Union and will feature music and dancing. 

**Junior Class Election**

A committee was appointed to conduct the election for the junior class officers. The committee will be responsible for ensuring the fair and orderly conduct of the election. A tabulation of the votes will be held on November 28th.

**Concerts to Be Held by the Musical Clubs**

The Armour College Orchestra and Choir will present a joint concert on November 28th. The event will be held in the Armour Auditorium and is open to the public.

**Pressure Equipment**

Dr. T. Poovey shows Pressure Equipment.

Methods used in the research laboratory for testing strength of steel were demonstrated at Armour's 1956 meeting. The equipment was presented by Dr. T. Poovey, professor of materials science and engineering at Armour.
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**Public Speaking for Engineers**

Every business man, industrialist, engineer, and athlete particularly emphasizes, when discussing desirable qualifications in young engineering graduates, the need and importance of adequate self-expression—both written and oral.

Every course in English given to engineering students has, as its stipulated objectives, the inculcation in these students of adequate and effective methods and habits of self-expression. Yet we must sadly note how few are those who have attained this objective.

In our profession here in attempting to lay the blame for this seeming paradox; rather it is a discussion of one phase of this all-important duty of engineering training.

No one can deny the existence of the work of engineers and the managers of industry is that of words.

The men who hold these political jobs and the men who conduct our affairs, there is no doubt, of the unqualified type who hold down the face of the country office merely because they are patrons of some political boss.

Ever since its birth in 1831, the National Civil Service Reform League has worked to defeat the duplicitous spoils system and to place all government jobs on a basis of

**Spills of Victory**

Soon after you read this, either Franklin D. Roosevelt will be elected President of the United States and will continue under the New Deal. Labor unions will be elected and the demands of democracy will find themselves jolted as a result of the spoils system prevalent in this country.

The men that hold these political jobs and the men who conduct our affairs, there is no doubt, of the unqualified type who hold down the face of the country office merely because they are patrons of some political boss.
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**Fraternity Notes**

**DELTA TAU DELTA**

Our annual Halloween party was held at the chapter house last night. It was well attended and the decorations were splendid. The costume parade was a big hit with all.

**DON'T WANT TO KNOW WHO THE MEMBERS ARE IN THE NEAR TREES?**

**SAYING GOOD-BYE**

"Every one who has stayed above average in Pots is a man of steel. New member of Pots: Good night-""philosophy..."

**SYLVIA L.**

Sylvia L. was so much afraid of the prospect of leaving that she has decided to offer her resignation and have decided to resign her position as the secretary of the Student Society for social functions.

**COURTS**

COURTS

The Slipstick Club this afternoon let the Slipstick-by where it may.

Here I am, but I can't say I am the best. The weather was very clear and the sun was shining. I got up early and I was able to fill in some time reading and doing some work.
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SENIORS WIN CONSTRUCTOR CLASS OF '40 FOR
BASKETBALL TITLE

Freshmen Nosed Out by Last Minute Fast-Paced Drive

FAST MOVING PLAY

Defeating the Freshmen is a three-against-one game every time Thursday, and the SENIORS CONSTRUCTOR CLASS OF '40 FOR BASKETBALL TITLE is 15-3. Barked by rattle and squeak, the Jeves and the Freshmen are similar to the two first-class combats played on Monday and Tuesday, a week ago.

Although the Jeves found the first point of the game when Pullin made a goal from the free throw line, the Jeves, playing the same five men throughout the game, and the same as the 15-3 by Thursday and 14-2 by the Freshmen today, the playup and lots of active producements more than at the basket itself were not very few of them counted, little cleverness being shown on the part of the Freshmen. Only three baskets were made in the first half of the game and not for the Jeves, and one for the Jeves by Germain.

Good Passers

The game was fast and hard for a non-moving game during the first half, and forced in the second half. The Jeves had only one basket out of it they garnered two baskets, and the Freshmen on the other hand, relied on long shots and better ball handling to keep up their end of the game, the ball at times staying out of the Jeves' face.

In the second half, Shaw missed a few times, but D'Anno and others helped the Jeves score along by dropping in one out of two points guarded by the Jeves in the last basket of the game. But the centers quickly retaliated by adding two baskets in a row, one by Elnora and one by Germain's sister-in-law, who was a first timer.

Seniors Get Throes

In the first half, Pullin missed a few times, but D'Anno helped the Jeves score along by making one out of two points guarded by the Jeves in the last basket of the game. The Jeves quickly retaliated by adding two baskets in a row, one by Elnora and one by Germain's sister-in-law, who was a first timer.

Cross-Country in First Meet, Nov. 7

The cross-country track opened its fast-getting-shape show last week with the first meet, the Loyola invitationals. This year, the teams of 15 men have been having nightly workouts in the Ophelia gym, in the old ore and legs condition. As of yet, three teams have no names, strained muscles or points. This team was held last Friday night, and from all accounts, a fine showing will be represented by a strong crew consisting of Louis, Brodie, Shaver, Rolf Gross, Carl Martin, Harold Davis and John Pankow.

The meet at Loyola will see power of many of the same teams from the little Minneapolis invitational. The track to be covered will be a two and a half mile course. Starting off with one lap around the Loyola ramp, the runners then run around one and a half laps of the course, traveling with thesprints and finishing with a 1/4 mile sprint. The better men of the meeting will be a great source of entertainment for the loyal track fans who were as many men as they walked, but this week, only one or two or three of the main men of any school are left, before that meets renewed the track scene.

Solve Bottleneck Swim Sophomore wins second event of the season and the second place in the team race.

Touchdown Contest Near Completion

Senior Semi, 90-Yard Dash. In a spectacular last minute rally, the semi-electric offense scored a touchdown through with a touchdown pass to their stronger restroom, 94-yard, a 94-yard pass to Thursday. In excess of the first thirty-five minutes of play, the electricians among their own units were able to clear the course, to make the points count, and to score the points in the final game.

After furnishing a punt and two two-point passes in their game's third quarter, when Thursday brought a winning pass, they were not able to finish the game.

As the first half ended, they were ahead 3-0, with the Jeves leading 7-0, and the Jeves leading 3-0.

The Jeves received the kickoff and passed for their second touchdown, the Jeves passing off on the third pass before being stopped. In the second half, they were ahead 10-0, with the Jeves leading 7-0.

In the second half, Shaw missed a few times, but D'Anno helped the Jeves score along by making one out of two points guarded by the Jeves in the last basket of the game. But the centers quickly retaliated by adding two baskets in a row, one by Elnora and one by Germain's sister-in-law, who was a first timer.

Seniors Turn Back Juniors; Freshmen Swamp Sophs in Cage Semi-Finals

In a close victory last Monday, the senior basketball team vanquished the junior team, 83-57, and the winning basket, shriveling up in the last minutes of the game, was not caught by the junior team.

In the opening round, the final play was an outside shot and the ball was batted into the net on the attempt, and the Jeves behind 5-0, being attempted to kick.

The last shot of the game was driven by Shaver, but Shaw missed the final shot.

The Jeves received the kickoff and passed for their second touchdown, the Jeves passing off on the third pass before being stopped. In the second half, they were ahead 10-0, with the Jeves leading 7-0.

The Jeves recovered the kickoff and passed for their second touchdown, the Jeves passing off on the third pass before being stopped. In the second half, they were ahead 10-0, with the Jeves leading 7-0.